Are your drivers

FOCUSED ON THE ROAD
AND DRIVING SAFELY?

Are they texting? Surﬁng the internet? Checking emails?
Checking the weather, Facebook, and so on? Are they
receiving notiﬁcations?
Are they talking on the phone while driving?
With the help of the

smart solution, you”ll be able to:

Receive notiﬁcations in
real-time when a driver
is illegally using the
phone while driving,
speeding, leaving his
assigned area, etc.

Minimize smartphone
use while driving,
thereby minimizing
accidents and losses

Signiﬁcantly reduces
distractions when
driving, thereby
saving fuel

Issue detailed reports
and compensate
undistracted drivers

Monitor the number of
driving hours of each
driver and obtain
notiﬁcations accordingly

See your drivers on
the map in real-time,
and view their routes

Tested and found:
Cell phone distractions cause drivers to lose their
concentration and hit the gas pedal and brakes
irregularly, greatly increasing fuel consumption

Obtain the test version for free and no commitment!
sales@protextme.com
+972-9-7400000

What is

?

A proven solution for the problem of driver
distraction; the only one with command,
control and management

+

Rich management
interface for the
manager
A control panel in the cloud,
which receives complete data
about the driver while driving:
the number of messages sent
and received, how fast he writes
messages or uses apps, how
many phone calls made, etc.
On the basis of these data, the
manager can receive
notiﬁcations. The control panel
includes reports, speeding
notiﬁcations, employees’ maps
and routes, statistics, trip and
task management, viewing “Who
is driving” and “Who is working”
documents on the management
interface and the app, and more

Smart app
for the driver

=

The app automatically identiﬁes
and silences telephone notices,
preventing distractions while
driving – the no. 1 cause of
accidents. The app conceals
notiﬁcations that pop up and
sends a return message, “I’m
driving. If urgent, please call.”
When he stops driving, the
phone automatically returns to its
normal status, receives tasks,
memos, and more

FEWER DISTRACTIONS WHILE DRIVING > SAVES
DRIVERS’ LIVES > REDUCES ACCIDENTS > FEWER
LOSSES AND GREATER SAVING OF MONEY AND FUEL

Or Yarok association
for safer driving in Israel

260 young drivers are using ProtextMe in an Or Yarok
Association for Safer Driving in Israel study. We are very
pleased with the cooperation, support, service, and
monitoring capabilities of the system.

Dr. Tsippy Lotan, Chief Scientist | Dr. Gila Albert, Senior Researcher

ProtextMe is being used in a “No texting while driving”
joint study by the University of Haifa and Or Yarok, which in
employees from various organizations are participating. We
are very pleased with the cooperation, support, service, and
monitoring capabilities of the system.
Clara Rispler University of Haifa

Implementation partner.
We warmly recommend that every ﬂeet install the product
Gili Shlezinger-Moran One1start Manager & V.P Marketing One1

User-friendly and efﬁcient system, which we warmly
recommend
Ayelet Ohana, MATI

